With high patient satisfaction and expanding indications, LASIK remains at the top of the refractive surgery suite of procedures.
After 30 years of experience with the excimer laser in ophthalmology, in 2018 LASIK has developed into a surgical procedure with incredibly good results and equally good patient satisfaction. (For more on the history of LASIK, see the accompanying excerpt on page 70.) With recent reports of Snellen visual acuity results such as 22% of patients achieving 20/10, 81% achieving 20/12.5, and 95% reaching 20/16 visual acuity, the bar has been set to a very high level.

Equally impressive is a patient satisfaction rate of 95.4%, gleaned from a meta-analysis of the global LASIK literature. These kinds of results were independently confirmed in the Patient-Reported Outcomes With LASIK (PROWL) studies. In the FDA-sponsored questionnaire PROWL 1 and PROWL 2 studies, a patient satisfaction rate of greater than 96% was reported. If there is another surgical procedure with a higher satisfaction rate, I am unaware of it.

These achievements have been made possible by continual improvements in LASIK techniques and technologies, including the introduction of the femtosecond laser for flap creation (Figure and bit.ly/blanton1118) and the development of aberrometry-driven excimer laser procedures.

INCREMENTAL ADVANCES

Current trends in LASIK surgery are focused on incremental advances to improve outcomes by reducing complications, increasing the reach of LASIK to niche populations, and increasing candidacy for LASIK.

One significant advance has been the advent of topography-guided LASIK, based on the theory that laser beam–shaping algorithms, enhanced with information obtained specifically from the cornea, have the potential to improve outcomes. Currently, the most common use of these platforms is in treating abnormal corneas, such as in patients with central islands, decentrations, quality-of-vision issues, keratoconus, and/or irregular astigmatism. As the technology evolves, we may see these types of procedures being used more regularly.

Instruments for advanced aberrometry are also available in 2018. These devices are now capable of performing pupillometry, keratometry, and topography measurements that are coaxial with wavefront measurement. Additionally, they can compensate for eye tilt, and they incorporate all of this new information to enhance the delivery of excimer laser pulses. This technology is primarily aimed at two goals:

- **No. 1: Overcoming the cosine effect,** which diminishes the accuracy of excimer ablations and induces higher-order aberrations; and

- **No. 2: Improving iris registration rates,** which has been shown to decrease enhancement rates and increase the precision of LASIK results.

Intimately linked with topography-guided LASIK is the concept of using CXL in conjunction with the refractive procedure. The demonstrated strengthening of the cornea provided by CXL may help to prevent the dreaded complication of ectasia. Several studies, some concluded and some ongoing, are exploring the feasibility of this concept.

Patients with thin corneas and high refractive corrections seem to be the most obvious cohort that might obtain benefit from this theoretical improvement with CXL. It remains to be determined how best to apply the CXL procedure and how to avoid any decrement in today’s outstanding refractive outcomes.

“With recent reports of Snellen visual acuity results such as 22% of patients achieving 20/10, 81% achieving 20/12.5, and 95% reaching 20/16 visual acuity, the bar has been set to a very high level.”

—Christopher L. Blanton, MD

“In June 1989, the first LASIK on a blind human eye was performed at the University of Crete, as part of an unofficial blind eye protocol. Human studies began in 1990.”

—Ioannis G. Pallikaris, MD

“Not for Everybody”

Despite all these advances, there is still a patient population for whom LASIK is not a good option. This group includes patients with high refractive errors and thin corneas, occupational risks, or questionable topographies, as well as presbyopic hyperopes.
Development of LASIK

Refractive surgery’s historical timeline is marked by several milestones.

BY IOANNIS G. PALLIKARIS, MD

More than 50 years ago, José I. Barraquer, MD, of Spain, made initial strides in lamellar refractive surgery and proposed the theory that adding or removing corneal tissue can modify the refractive power of the eye.1 From the start, Dr. Barraquer realized the importance of preserving each layer of the cornea—a milestone in the development of modern lamellar refractive procedures.

KERATOMILEUSIS IN SITU

Dr. Barraquer’s original technique included the creation of a corneal lamellar disc followed by the removal of stroma, either from the bed (keratomileusis in situ) or the stromal surface of the corneal lamellar disc. In the late 1980s, lamellar refractive surgery evolved in two directions: freezing and nonfreezing procedures. According to reports, freezing lamellar procedures were often associated with corneal haze and induced irregular astigmatism.2-6

In contrast, nonfreezing techniques offered major advantages, including rapid patient recovery and fewer complications,2,3,5 but these procedures were technically difficult to perform. They involved the use of a manual keratome to perform a second cut on the stromal side of the resected lamellar disc.2,3,5

Luis A. Ruiz, MD, of Bogota, Colombia, developed a nonfreeze procedure based on keratomileusis, known as automated lamellar keratoplasty (ALK). This procedure involved a primary keratectomy with an automated microkeratome to create a corneal disc (Figure), followed by a second keratectomy on the corneal bed that removed a small central piece of cornea to create a flatter central cornea when the corneal disc was replaced. The major complication associated with ALK, however, was induced corneal irregular astigmatism.

LASIK

The growing need for a safe and predictable corneal refractive procedure led our group (the Pallikaris group) to design and develop laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) in 1988 at the University of Crete, Greece. We combined lamellar refractive corneal surgery with excimer laser photoablation of the cornea under a hinged corneal flap.7 The first animal studies, which were intended to determine the wound-healing response after LASIK, began in 1987 and involved a Lambda Physik excimer laser and a microkeratome designed to produce a 150-mm corneal flap.8

The original idea of manually creating a corneal flap and removing central tissue from the bed was first described by Nikolai P. Pureskin, of Moscow, Russia, in 1967.9

We believed that a mechanically cut flap would ensure better tissue alignment after the intrastromal photoablation. Furthermore, we expected that this type of flap would barely affect the anatomical relations of the corneal layers because it would preserve the Bowman layer and preserve greater integrity of the superficial nerve plexus of the cornea through the base of the flap. In June 1989, the first LASIK on a blind human eye was performed at the University of Crete, as part of an unofficial blind eye protocol. Human studies began in 1990.10,11 Three months after

creating the flap, we observed that the cornea remained transparent and noted no significant irregular astigmatism on corneal topography. The safety of sutureless LASIK was also suggested by Dr. Ruiz and perhaps others at that time.10

Buratto et al12 introduced an excimer laser for intrastromal keratomileusis of the corneal button in 1992, and suggested the term laser intrastromal keratomileusis. The next year, Stephen G. Slade, MD, of Houston, Texas, used the automated microkeratome to create a flap. He called the procedure excimer ALK (C-ALK) or flap and zap.13 In 1994, our team reported the early experience of LASIK on sighted eyes as well as the first study comparing LASIK and PRK.14,15 LASIK proved superior to PRK in terms of stability and predictability for the correction of myopia greater than 10.00 D. In 1999, the SVS Apex Plus Excimer Laser (Summit Technology) was FDA-approved for LASIK.16

THE FUTURE OF LASIK

We believe LASIK will remain the most popular corneal refractive procedure. We can expect ongoing evolution in the field of microkeratomes, excimer lasers, and wavefront technology. These technologies should ensure high levels of patient satisfaction after LASIK.
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Other options for these patients include PRK and lens-based procedures such as phakic IOL implants and refractive lens exchange.

**CONCLUSION**

No article on LASIK in 2018 would be complete without mentioning the new kid on the block: small-incision lenticule extraction (SMILE). (The evolution of the SMILE procedure is discussed by John F. Doane, MD, starting on page 76.) In the short-term future, however, LASIK will continue to be the dominant procedure for the correction of refractive errors at the corneal plane due to its excellent results and high patient satisfaction rates. When SMILE or a similar small-incision intrastromal procedure can be driven by aberrometry, that will require a whole new discussion!
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